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What are Pre-Emergent Herbicides? 

Pre-Emergent herbicides are products that prevent seed from coming up. From grass seed to weed seeds, pre-
emergents will halt seeds from germinating.  If you have a weed problem we recommend applying pre-
emergents up to three times a year.  Here are the different types of Pre-Emergents that we carry: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

For All Seasons Lawn Food 16-0-8 (20 lbs)  
Coverage: 4000 sq. ft. 
Here is another 2-in-1 product.  It prevents grassy and broadleaf weeds for up to 4 
months.  It does a great job on everything but dandelions. All Seasons doesn’t have to 
be watered in for up to 30 days. This is a great product for people who have buffalo 
grass or have large areas with no irrigation.  
 

A-Vert plus Lawn Food 18-0-12 (12lbs)  
Coverage: 2000 sq. ft. 
This is the best pre-emergent we carry. A-Vert is the only product on the market that will 
prevent dandelions. A-vert contains Gallery and Team, pre-emergent herbicides for control 
of annual grasses and broadleaf weeds. It prevents grassy weeds like crabgrass for 3 
months and broadleaf weeds like dandelions for 6 months.  It also contains fertilizer to 
help green your yard up.  It is a great 2-in-1 product. 
 

Broadleaf Weed Control with Gallery (10 lbs) 
Coverage: 2000 sq. ft. 
Pre-emergent only, no fertilizer.  Gallery is one of the active ingredients in A-vert.  It 
prevents broadleaf weeds (including dandelions) for 6 months.   It is a great product to 
put in your flower beds to prevent henbit and other nasty weeds to save you some work 
during the growing season. Use up to 2 times a year for the best control on broadleaf 
weeds. 
 

Turf and Ornamental Weed and Grass Stopper (12 & 35 lbs)  
Coverage: up to 5,000 & 10,000 sq. ft. 
Another no fertilizer product that can be applied up to 4 weeks later than other pre-emergent 
crabgrass preventers.  It provides great control for crabgrass pre and post emergent and many 
other annual grass and broadleaf weeds.  This is another awesome product to use in flower beds 
and lawns for the control of all weeds. Apply every 90 days for the most effective control of 
crabgrass and other unwanted grasses in flowerbeds. It does not have to be watered in for up to 
21 days.   
 


